Indoor Games
Indoor games provide another great opportunity for learning and
developing social skills and usually involve the whole class. The
ideas that follow came from the wonderful women on my yahoo
email lists childcareland2 and shelleylovettsecprintables.

Two of our favorite indoor games:
Show Me - this is a fun game that gets the children thinking. We
start by sitting on the floor together and I call out a child's name
and tell him/her something to find ... for example ... "Sara ... show
me something in the room that is red" .... the child then gets up
shows everyone the red item that she has found. I then call on
another child with a different color until all the children have had
a turn. You can use this game for colors ... shapes (show me
something shaped like a circle) ... counting (show me five books) ...

and letters (show me something that stars with the letter A).
Hide and Tell - this is another fun game. Before the children
arrive I hide cards around the room. They can be cards with
letters ... color.... numbers ... shape ... sight words ... pictures etc.
We sit down together and I tell the children that I have hidden
cards around the room ... I tell them what the cards are about
(letters for example) and how many they are to find. I usually have
them find two cards each. Once the children have found two cards
they come back and sit down and I call on each child to come up
and tell what cards they have found.

Shelley Lovett
childcareland.com

We have two favorite games we play. One is using a standard deck
of cards and we play a modified game of FISH. Each child is dealt
five cards. You look at your hand and if you have two red or two
black cards you put them together and lay them down. Now they
only have one or three cards to deal with. Next they pick a person
and ask if they have either a red card or black card. If they get
that requested card they lay down their match. If they don't get
the one they ask they pick from pile. You don't get to keep going
like in the real game. The object is to get a lot of pairs, not going
out first. As they get older I select cards with the numbers they
can identify and use two or more decks of cards and play the same
way.
Then the other game we play is with a bell and dice. The bell is
that type that you clang with your palm. I have no idea what it is
called. They used to use them at hotel lobbies when you wanted
assistance. Anyway, the kids take turns rolling five dice. They scan
the dice and if they have a match or pair they get to ring the bell
and roll again. If there is no match the next child gets a turn. As
they get better they yell out "Pair of Twos" and ring the bell two
times. The kids love it.
caring4young

Our favorites include:
Sleeping Animals: They pick an animal. Ex. cat. I'll say "All cats go
to sleep." They lay down and pretend to sleep. After a little bit I'll
say "All cats wake up." They wake up and act like cats - crawling
around and meowing. Then they pick another animal.
Variation of Doggie, Doggie, Where's your bone? I use anything
theme related. Ex. easter eggs at easter, feathers for birds, a
plastic insect for insects etc. I choose a child to be "it". They hide
their eyes while I give someone the object (everyone is sitting
with their legs crossed and hands in their lap). They hide the
object then the child that is "it" has three chances to guess who
has the object.
Variation of Simon Says - They each choose a stuffed animal. Then
they follow the direction I give. Put your animal in the air. Spin
your animal round and round. Put your animal on your foot. ETC.
Great way to teach positional words as well. Put your animal above
your head. Put your animal under a chair. Put your animal behind
the couch.
Each month we have a new shape. I cut whatever that shape is out
of poster board - make it as big as possible. Then they toss
beanbags on it.
Tina Clower

The biggest hit this year was started by two children- Called make
a letter.(one or more children at time) The kids use their bodies to
make letters, shapes, numbers ect. you can make cards and have
the children try to make what ever is on the card right now my
kids are just shouting out letters or getting togeather in groups
and making a shape or letter for everyone to quess. This has been
the best literacy game i have come across.
Cathy

Shape Muscial Chairs
We put 10 chairs in the middle of our classroom which is equal to
how many children may be in the room that day. Ahead of time, I
place a shape (square, triangle, circle, etc.) on each chair and tape
it down. We
make ahead of time during our creative art activities, painted
bracelets out of paper towel rolls, cutting them down to bracelet
and making sure each child gets one. After they dry, we place
shape stickers on the bracelets, one for each bracelet.
Music is turned on and the child with the circle bracelet searches
for a circle chair, and the child with the square bracelet on,
searches for the chair with the square on it. (make sure the chairs
equal the shapes bracelets that they make on shapes so each child
can be successful.
When a child is not matched up right perhaps if they sit in the
wrong shape because they don't know their shapes yet, other
children guide them to their correct chair, therefore learning
their shapes.
We don't make it competitive, we leave all the chairs in the center
and repeat. They love this, then the children wear the bracelets
home and the parents ask why their is a shape on their bracelet
and they tell them how much fun they have had during musical
shapes chair time. This can also be advanced by adding colors to
the shapes, using names or even starting vocabulary words. Have
fun, we are.
Lisa Layton
Layton's Daycare and Preschool

I think a favorite indoor game here is follow the leader, Every one
takes turns being the leader and doing fun things like standing on
one foot making monkey noises etc. Musical chairs is another fun
game.
Angie

I have 2 games my kids love but they are board games. The first is
Charades, which we borrowed from Resource and Referral and I
am thinking of making my own by scanning pictures, printing it on
cardstock and laminating it. Also I would make a game board with
shapes glued to a piece of cardboard. Then I would just need dice
and markers.
The second one is "Positions Match Me game". It is a game I
bought from a teacher supply store and is good for those
kindergarteners who have trouble with directions.
Peggy

I have infant up to school age and one game that they seem to
really love to play over and over, is a hide and seek of anything. I
try to use theme related items. For Valentines Day we hid hearts,
different colors. For Easter, we hunted eggs. Farm animal theme
this week, so we will have animals to hide, etc.
Follow the leader is another - they follow me, or an older child,
either around the daycare/house doing a variety of things, or just
standing or stitting in a circle - one little boy use to call it the
'repeat' game as they would 'repeat" what I did. lol
Another thing they like to do, is I will use masking tape and make
shapes on the carpet for them to jump in and out of, or I will tape
down coloring shapes, or use hoola hoops (although with crawlers tape works best - they can't pick them up and move them as easily
as hoola hoops. Or we will throw bean bags into the shapes on the
floor.
another favorite of my toddlers, is blanket riding. They sit in the
middle of a large blanket and we gently pull them around the room.
Anything that involves movement, my kiddos love.

Colleen (KS)
Colleen's Country Kids Childcare

If your daycare children like candy then this is one way you can
teach colors to them.
1.Save baby juice bottles (Beachnut is best for storage) or small
bottles with lids.
2.Start by putting a color, shape, or color word tile inside each
bottle. (counting bears or color beads work well)
3.Then give each child a bottle and have them open it, when they
open it have them tell you the color or color word tile.
4.When they have done so then they will get the same color candy
(Kissables,Skittles, or M&M's are the best ones for color
matching)
Exp.
A red bear would get a red kissable etc.
A blue bead would get a blue kissable etc.
Have fun with it,
Laurie
A Child's World Childcare

SUGAR,SUGAR,TOOTHBRUSH - play like
DUCK,DUCK,GOOSE."The "toothbrush" tries to catch the "sugar"
before it gets around the circle to where the "toothbrush" was
sitting.
Hat Bean bag Toss- lay several hats on the floor.encourage the
chidren to stand about 2 feet from the hats and try to throw the
beanbags into the hats.
TIFFANY

I just like a matching game that I heard about at a state childcare
meeting. They said not to bombard Home DePot all at once. But

apparently Home DePot has paint picture samples you can collect
and make it into a matching game. The ones she had were Mickey
Mouse shaped. So it must be Disney color paint. She said the
sample's were free and already laminated!! LOL!! I just have not
had time to go by Home DePot and shop their paint aisle yet! She
said to be creative with these paint samples cards. She also talked
about dice....buying big dice from a dollar store and making the
kids throw one and having the children count the dots. It helps
with math skills. It is also fun to say....which number is this going
show us? Just fun things to do.
Thanks,
Maureen

Cat and mouse- make a circle holding hands choose several people
to be inside the circle. The children raise their arms and the
teache says the cat is away the mice will play the children go in
and out underneath the childrens raised arms. The teacher says
drop and the children drop their arms. Anybody in the circle joins
the circle, and the game continues until all the children have joined
the circle. Then you choose other children to do the same thing
until everybody has had a turn.
Sunshyne318

My absolute favorite is Hide the Timer:
One child or more if you have more timers is given a timer set to
go off ringing in a few min. Other children hide eyes. When hider
child comes back the rest of children or a designated few by
teacher get up to find timer. Goal is to find it before it stops
ringing. It is great to see the looks on their faces when it starts
to ring and they use their hearing to localize where in the room
the ringing is coming from. Great auditory discrimination. You can
play with an auditory ticking kitchen timer or the battery
operated ones that just ring when the set time elapses. Older
children will begin to use their listening skills to localize where the
hider went last and go to that area first. If they are finding it to
fast. A teacher can assist with the hiding by walking to several
areas in the room after hiding it. This will eliminate the giving of

to many clues. Key is to set the timer so it will go off after the
hider has it hid. If it goes off to soon just reset and tell hider to
have a place in mind to hid it and go quickly.
I have a friend but I don't know what their name is. I'll tell you
what they have on and you tell me their name.
Teacher then names clothing for example: This friend has on a
blue shirt with white sandels and a purple hair bow.
Good for visual discrimination, color awareness, learning names of
friends
Fergie is a friendly frog, He lives behind an old gray log
His friend comes knocking oh yes siree
His friend comes knocking saying "It is me".
One child is blindfolded as the frog and sits in a chair. Teacher
chooses other child to be friend knocking. They gently tap
shoulder and say last line "It is me". Blindfolded child guesses who
tapped before removing blindfold. You can change the animal to
almost anything and make up your own rhyme. Good auditory
discrimination and learning friends names.
Sara Kreutz

We do lots of learning games in my daycare. Everyday we are doing
something that has to do with the ABC's, Numbers, Shapes and
colors. Alot of my favorites are file folder games found at
childcareland.com (of course!)
We also do a bean bag toss (my bean bags have ABC and Numbers
on them) and they race to get to a letter/number and whoever
gets to the right letter/number gets to toss it into a bucket.
I also have on poster board squares with letters/numbers inside of
it and the kids roll a die and whatever letter/number is rolled, the
child has to guess what it is and if they are correct they get to
hop to that square (or I sometimes make it so they land on the
corresponding letter/number and whoever reaches z or 10 first
wins (they eventually all win the prize- which is usually a candy
treat).
Christine Patzer

"Jump Cards": Use to reinforce colors, shapes, numbers, alphabet
recognition, etc. For example to make "Shape Jump Cards" –
Create and cut out construction paper shapes. Glue each shape
onto it's own cardstock square. Laminate. On other cardstock
squares draw a stick figure person to look like he is jumping. When
completed - shuffle the cards together. Have the children sit in a
circle and use the cards like flash cards. The children call out the
shapes as they are shown but when they come to the "Jump Guy" they can jump up and down. (You may wish to have a designated
number of jumps or it can get out of hand). Use this idea to make
color cards, alphabet cards, number cards, name recognition cards,
etc.... With older children, you could use the cards to write down
words from the Word Wall, simple addition, etc.
Hokey Pokey Numbers: Decide on the numbers you would like to
review. Give each child the number cards, either made from index
cards or use flashcards. Have the children lay them face up on the
floor in front of them. Sing the Hokey Pokey song using the
numbers. “Put your “3” in, take your “3” out. Put you “3” in and
shake it all about.” You may wish to review positional words by
having the children place their number cards on their head, behind
their knees, under their foot, etc. Suggestion: Have the children
make their own set of number cards. Provide children with 11 cards
and have them write or trace the numbers 0-10 onto the cards,
one number per card. Have the children place corresponding
number of stickers onto the cards. Place in a personalized Ziploc
baggie, keep them near group area to have on hand when you have
a couple minutes to do the activity. You can do this activity with
other basic concepts you would like to reinforce.
Geri Giraffe Finds Her Colors: Create a large Geri Giraffe out of
yellow felt. Place on felt board. Cut out 8-10 different colors of
felt spots. Put the spots in an envelope that has the words, “Give
this to Geri” on it. Put Geri on the felt board. Ask the children
what animal they think it is and what is wrong with the animal.
Then tell them this story.
“Yesterday when I was leaving school/child care, Geri stopped me.
She was very upset, for she had lost all her spots. I told her that
I hadn’t seen them, but that I would look for them. I didn’t find
them so I told Geri I would continue looking tomorrow and then, I

turned out the lights and went home. The next day, I woke up
from a good night sleep. I stretched and yawned (Let the children
do it). I got ready to come to school/child care. I opened the
front door and went to my car. I got in and was buckling my
seatbelt when I saw this envelope next to me. (Hold up the
envelope). I was so surprised. On the front said, “Give this to
Geri.” At first I couldn’t imagine what it might be, then I
remembered what Geri had said to me before I left school. (Talk
with the children about what might be in the envelope.) I rushed
into school with the envelope and walked right up to Geri and said
to her, “Look what was on the front seat of my car. It is an
envelope addressed to you. Can I open it for you?” Geri said, “Yes,
yes!” I opened the envelope, looked inside and said! “You’ll be SO
happy! But so surprised!” (Open the envelope and slowly pull out
one spot at a time… asking the children what color it was and
placing it on Geri. After Geri has all her spots, ask her,) “Well,
Geri, what do you think of all your new spots?” She was so excited,
that all she could say was, “Thank you!, I love my new colors. I’ll
look so bright when I walk around!”
• Have Geri up early in the week with brown spots and one night
take them off and see how long it takes for the children to notice.
When they do, use this activity, changing the story accordingly.
You may wish to hide the spots around the room and have the
children find them and bring them to Geri, naming the color as
they put the spot on her.
• For more color review, think of other animals that have spots or
stripes and create a story about what happened to their
spots/stripes. Zebra, leopard, dog (to go with the book: Dog’s
Colorful Day), etc.
Amber D.
Play 'n' Learn Family Childcare

The following ideas were submitted by Dottie F. and were created
by the teacher's were she works at CTI Inc.

